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It was a typical day. Luke and I had nothing to do so we de
cided to do some shopping. We never went shopping but this day we 
just had the urge. There is a row of stores backed by a residen
tial district in our neighborhood with various little hobby shops, 
card shops, drugstores and pizza parlors. These stores were new 
to Luke but I had wandered in and out of those stores since I was 
a child. There was one particular shop which had always been ~ 
favorite. It was called the Goodie Shop, where we used to get 
nickel rootbeers, green cigar bubblegum and jawbreakers. I wanted 
to show Luke this place but when we got to where it had been we 
found in its place a large department store called Penny 1s. Out 
of curiosity we wandered in. The store seemed to be endless, 
quite deceiving.from the front. There was nothing there we were 
interested in so we found an exit. Apparently we had walked out 
the back entrance because the street wasn't the same. In fact in 
all the years I had lived there I had never seen this street. Be
hind the stores, I had thought, was just a residential area, but 
here was a wide double highway, stores all around and a gas sta
tion in the middle of the street. There were no small homes in 
sight, as there was supposed to be. Confused, we went back into 
the store to find the entrance we had come in. The store was liJ 
a maze and we couldn't find our way. There were no people in tht 
store, no salespersons, and no customers. We began to hurry 
about the store, frantically looking for a door. We followed the 
walls all around the store but only ended at the back entrance 
again. We decided to see if we could go into another store which 
might lead us back to our familiar street. All the stores on the 
street were closed. This time when we returned, our car was park
ed in front of the store. Someone, somehow, had moved it. Having 
no other choice, we got in the car. We began driving down the 
street but it was endless. It was not divided into blocks. We 
then went to the gas station to get a map to find out where we 
were. Inside the station was a large selection of penny candy1 
the kind we used to buy as children. We bought a bag of bubble
gum and a selection of various other junk t::andy and returned to the 
car to read our map. On the map there were no names which were 
familiar to us. Even the street signs were nonsense. There were 
about five names on each one with arrows pointing in every direc
tion. The only name which made any sense to us was Throgs Neck 
Bridge so we decided to follow signs to the bridge, hoping then 
to find our way home. We had no choice of which roads to take. 
Each road ran into the other with no choice of turns. Abruptly, 
we found ourselves in a slum district, but not an ordinary slum. 
The buildings were right on the street with not sidewalks and no 
separation between the buildings. The street was very narrow, 
about one and a half cars in width. Fortunately there were no 
other cars in sight with the exception of cars which were aban
doned or smashed against the buildings. Overflowing and overturned 
·garbage cans were scattered about and the only living creatures 
around were rats. All the windows and doors of the looming build
ing were boarded up. and appeared to have been so for years. I be
fan to get a horrible feeling that we were being watched and turned 
qui\.!kly around to· see if there was anyone in the back seat. There 
was nothing there but a box. Even though there wae no one in sight 
I.made sure that the doors were all.locked, just for safety. It 
then occurred to me that the box did not belong· to me and, asking 
Luke, I found did not belong to him either. When I opened it I 
found that i~ contained freshly cooked hot cocktail frankfurters, a 
small container. of mustard and toothpicks. They looked harmless 
but at this point we weren't trusting anything, We couldn't figure 



this whole situation out and believed there must be some master
mind-plot against us. I was afraid to open the window to throw the 
box out of the car for fear something, and I couldn't imagine what, 
might come in. The road then led us to a ramp bounded. on the sides 
by heavy concrete walks. This ramp brought us into a dark, seeming
ly endless tunnel. The tunnel was only wide enough for one car. On 
the sided were tremendous concrete columns about four feet in diameter 
and reaching to the top of the tunnel, a distance of about twenty 
feet. They were about three feet apart and behind them and around 
them were more smashed cars. We could not see how the cars could be 
smashed behind the columns and wall but we saw no way of getting back 
there.. If another car was to come in the other direction would 
surely be smashed too. The tunnel went straight for a while but then 
began curving sharply, with steep hills. Luke lost control of the 
car and found he could not slow it down or stop it. He was forced to 
pilot the car skillfully and carefully in order not to hit the columns. 
We felt like we were on a rollercoaster, only this time there was no 
guarantee that we would not smash up. The road finallybecame 
straight again and in the distance we saw a bright light •. We couldn•t 
tell what it was. At first it looked like the light from a train but 
as we got closer we realized it was the end of the tunnel. We didn't 
know if we were happy or not because we didn't know what to expect 
next. When we got to the opening, the road ended. We had come 
through a large mountain range and on this side was .a kind of beach 
and meadow combined. There were swirls of rich green grass, then 
sand, then deep blue lakes. Around that there were scattered flower
ing tree. Behind the trees we saw people picnicking, with red and 
white checkered tablecloths and red beach umbrellas. The people were 
all smiling and happy. The closest people to us were a friendly-look
ing middle-aged couple. We got out of our car and Luke stood behind 
me while I asked themwhere we were. 

"Well, my dear, we are in paradise, n the man answered •. 

"How did we get here?" 

ttYou were chosen, just as we were. Did you go into a store 
called Penny's?•t 

11Yes." 

"And did you buy gum in the gas station?" 

"Well> read your fortune, and you will find your answer." 

We turned to go back to the car and found in its place a check
ered tablecloth, and umbrella, the box and our bag of candy. We 
took out the bubblegum, opened the comic and read our fortune. "You 
are the chosen ones. Question.not your fate." And when we looked, 
the tunnel had disappeared. 

Margaret Schenkel 



When into the light 
of conscious thoughts 

there creeps 
a silent omen 

of love, of life, 
of love that's lost, 

of love not yet obtained-

Reach out 
and grasp what still remains, and grow and weep with joy. 

Remember 
life 'twines and climbs to heights not yet explored. 

Karen Zim.""llerman 
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Playing games doesn't impress me. 
Not the games 

of cowboys and lovers. 
You aim. 
You shoot. 
I'm wounded, 
And I 1m expected to take my turn
But I haven't a gun. 

Karen Zimmerman 

Go ahead--play your game. Pass Go and collect two 
hundred dollars~ Play until you own Park Place, 
Boardwalk, Ventnor Avenue, all four railroads, the 
Electric Company and everything else on the· daann 
board. 

Someday, though, you're going to sit there and·l()ok 
at what you've got, and you're going to look up and 
see ·me. When you try and own me, you 811 realize that 
I stopped playing the game a long time ago--not 
because I went bankrupt, but rather, because I chose 
to., I guess I just enjoy being real. 

Tracey Cox 



Silent, the world moves its way 
Each person hoping, sharing the next moment 
Each giving of himself with each eye contact. 

Without noise, each man unbuttons his flesh and reveals to 
Jthers his soul 
Wanting, needing, desiring, receiving 

The world quietly turns 
So, where you once were, another now stands 
Another unlike, but like yourself who shares the same sun, 
The same wind, the same air 

The child you once bore is now grown 
He shares your blood, your flesh, your mind 
Just as you took from your parents 

You are what you like in oth~rs 
You are what you saw and hated 
Hatred and love have molded you like a piece of clay 
You are still moist, still being molded 

Silent the earth has made you 
Don't shout that you are nothing but yourself 
That no one or nothing is inside you 
Don't shout this, man, for the world will not listen 
The world does not hear a liar. 

Maureen O'Toole 



The horseman rides forever 
his plastic carriage of life 

He carries on blank conversations 
with his ivory statued wife 

And yet he keeps on riding 
for he knows not how to stop 

The king •s men directs the carriage 
as it sways from side to side 

And he uses his whip freely 
on those he says have lied 

And yet he keeps on riding 
for he knows not how to stop 

Pass by all those who differ 
dare not to stand behind 

And whip the beggars who stand 
in the gutters of the mind 

And yet he keeps on riding 
for he knows-not how to· stop 

The ride ends in utter silence 
nothing left to make a sound 

Except the molten iron horseman 
filling empty pockets in the ground 

Interlude-

But there will be another horseman 
he '11 ride strong for four long years 

And he will kiss the children's faces 
and try to pacify their tears 

And yet he keeps on riding 
for he knows not how to stop 

K-a thi Bernhardt 



Whenever the subject war is mentioned, I notice references being 
made to birds. If you're in favor of war and are not afraid to say so, 
you're called a hawk. If way down deep inside you 1re against war and 
are not afraid to speak your mind, you're called a dove. Personally I 
don't know what kind of bird I am--I'm certainly not a hawk and I'm 
certainly not a dove. And you konw, I'm not terribly concerned about 
hawks and doves--I'm concerned about a much more majestic bird--namely 
the American eagle. Now "Birds of a feather flock together" but either 
I'm not a very good bird watcher or the eagle's confused about the com
pany he keeps. 

I say this because I wish America wou,ld·make up its mind about 
war--about whether it's right or wrong--about whether it's necessary or 
not--about whether a uniform is the symbol of a hero or a tyrant--right 
now we seem to be living in an age when it's fashionable to be antiwar 
--it's permissible,. even encouraged to call the Vietcong "friend"--the 
thing to do is to call for an end to the.bombing and the violence and 
the money which is being spent. It 1 s·· an age in which flag burning is not 
necessarily antipatriotic. Were I to ask you to list our living Ameri
can heroes I'm not certain your roster.would include Westmoreland and 
Abrams. Frankly I'm confused ••• 

Confused because I can recal.l another age~-an age in which war was 
popular--an age in which each .new victory was cheered by many Americans 
--an age in whtch even motion pictures played,up the drama and the glory 
asso·ciated with whatever cause t}?.e Aineric~n government was then pursuing 
--"'Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo", "Back to Bataan" and many others were box 
office hits. It was an age in which ~o one called a Nazi "friend••--an 
age in which 100,000 Japanese-Americans were interred in camps in Cali
fornia--an age in wh~ch even children collect~d tin cans after school 
to help the war etfort. An ~ge in which the national heroes were named 
Eisenhower, Marshall, and Halsey, to men.tion •Only a few. So in my short 
lifetime I~ve seen public opinion on the subject war turn through 180 
degrees. It would seen that some wars are justified and others are not. 
To me this is ·a paradox. Now when one has strong feelings for his coun
try and its leader and tries to live by some kind of a moral code--There 
is bound to be confusion along the way. · 

And f;~kly my .cqnfusi.on .~b:~ut .all this may create some verJ real 
but personal problems in the near:·future•· When one is engaged in the 
battle of·raising four boys,. probl~ms are bound to arise. Suppose that 
in a few years my" oldes,,t burns his draft card, protests when the flag 
is flown at our home and perhaps even flees to Canada. Shall I call 
him a cowa~d?·., ... (Twenty five years ago most Americans wo-uld have labeled 
him many things the last of which would be hero.) Suppose that another 
is accepted at one of the service academies where he is taught the finer 
details of modern warfare. Shall I be pleased or disappointed? Suppose 
one joins the service and lays down his life, believing our national 
interest is just--how shall I react to this sacrifice? Twenty-five 
·years ago I would have flown in my window a small gold star for the 
world to know what kind of courage we had. I hope I never have to 
face these problems. And I hope my children never do either. 



At this moment, I may be somewhat confused about the role that 
war should play -in my feelings o£ nationalism, but in my country's 
histor.y I find certain signals that indicate that one day her posi
tion .on war will be crystal clear. I think we're approaching a time 
when war will be harder to start. (Over one hundred years ago the 
good citizens of Georgia fought the good citizens of Pennsylvania~ 
I don't thing that will ever happen again. In fact today they call 
each other nbrother".) Hopefully we are nearing an age when all men 
will call each other "brother". In December of 1941, when we were 
literally down on our knees, President Roosevelt said,~e shall gain 
the inevitable victory." Today our leaders tell us that in another 
global war, nobody wins. Nearly ten years ago, the Senate very quickly 
passed the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution. Today I think it would take 
some very skilled politicians a long time to push another such resolu
tion through the Senate. More recently, when the troops moved into 
Cambodia, there was an outcry which was unmistakenly clear--and no rea
son our government could give seemed to justify the 1action. Not long 
ago, a staunch anti-Communist named Richard Nixon labeled Red China 
"Enemy11 --Today he plans for a friendship visit to Mainland China. 
(Interestingly, the Chinese seem eager to participate in such a ven
ture o) So perhaps the signposts that the eagle follows do indicate, . 
peace. 

And on this November ll--a day which we used to celebrate as 
Armistice Day--I would hope that the course of the eagle is signal 
a frontal assault against all killing--by .a bullet on a battle
field, by political assination here at home, by an automobile on an 
interstate highway, or by something as small as a shot of heroin. 

Henry Deibel 





When life surrounds like a crystal bubble; 
A transparent p'rotection of bring, a delicate yet 

present comfort--

When love encompasses like velvet folds; 
A smooth cover of touch, a soft yet yielding 

warmth--

I shall ~ind you. 

When life shatters i.ts crystal coating; 
Its broken shield of pierc i.ng fragments an ever-present, 

many-guised threat--

When love discards its velvet facade; 
Its quick, abrasive absence, a tearing, dream-destroying 

foe-- · 

I shall need you. 

Leslie Ford 



Actors 
The human race horses 

Proud--dancing--high strung 
Needing to be petted, coddled and fussed over: 
Flaunting their cherished Equity cards 
Forever telling you whom they worked with and when 
And complaining bitterly about the break they never 

seem to get. 

THE director 
Flashy in his pink ascot and lavender pants. 
Busy darling-ing the star 
~nd reminding that you could make or break the show 

with your one-liner walk-on. 
A dirty old man in thinly-veiled disquised 
You learn to know what he wants--fast 

on and off the stage. 

Technical erew 
Unsung heroes 
Huddled in the lighting cage 
Working in the eerie glow of their work 
To work an eerie glow on the stage. 
They have seen all the stars--rise and fall 

and respect very few. 

the stage--a nice place to be alive on 
but I wouldn't want to live there. 

Lucy Spiegel 



-1 ... 

It is said that once a person is dead, it is senseless to remember 
him, for memories are painful, and pain, when avoidable,.should be, there
fore, avoided. I have been told this by the friends and relatives, rela
tives and friends, continuously, cpnsistently and firmly. They do not 
listen to my owr:1 feelings, but then, why should they, for Obstinacy would 
not bother to exist if it was not a facet of human nature ••• In any event, 
Grandfather is dead, and has been for fourteen years, but I remember him. 
Memories needn't be painful: mine, most certainly, are not. 

The stereotyped grandfather was my Grandfather--bald and bespectacled, 
with pipe in one hand and love in the other, tall and heavy set, heavy set 
as age makes one upon reaching the later years in life. Memories are many, 
one series in particular is prominent, and that is of Grandfather, Omar 
Khayyam and me. 

"'Ah, make the most of what we yet may spend Before we too into Dust 
descend; Dust into Dust, and under Dust to lie, Sans Wine, sans Song, sans 
Singer and--sans End! 111 

wwhat, Grandfather?" 
"Khayyam.. A quote .. 11 

"Yes?n 
"You know it? You know what it means? No. Well, then, it is, in 

short, the meaning of life.. V.Je must live the most of each day, day after 
day. Do you understand?" 

So many conversation began with this course, and so very much was 
learned from Grandfather and :Jmar Khayyam. Every three days we'd ad:J a 
ne1-.1 quotation to my lesson book.. The pages became full; the days pass~d 
on. 

"'The Moving Finger writes; and, having writ, Move~ on: nor all thy 
?iety nor V.Ji t shall lure it back to cancel half a 1 ine, Nor all Thy Tears 
wash out a ~iord of it!'" 

1ti dO not Understand 8 II 

"Then sit · here, and we shall talk about it .. " 

-2-

To be nearly fourteen required a goodly n:nount. of sophistication, I 
reasoned (at that time), so on Christmas Day_o.f myfourteenth year, every 
possible flaunt of maturity was, on my part,.to be displayed., This meant 
that no longer would the family rise early to open presents, have break
fast and church, and then greet the arrival of the relatives. That year, 
and from then on, saw late morning breakfast, • church., arrival of the 
grandparents and aunts, uncles and c'ousins--oh, the cousins: · there were 
so many. That is how- it was. · 

The- snow that year was very deep, and the relatives who came i.n by 
train took hired sleighs to our home: that · Christmas the grandparents 
had arrived several days p·rior to Christmas Day. Yes,. they had arrived, 
and -qui t"e noticeabley so, for there was 1 the w·onderful smell of stuffing 
and ·apple pie throughout the ho'use all the time.. It was most definitely 
Christmas. 

"Merry Christmas~ 11 

"How wonderful; Katie,· you look. And the children.~." 
"No trouble whatso'ever. -· Anyway, the ride did 'us good, fresh air and 

all that~" 
So many greetings filled the house Christmas morning~ ·Kisses were 

sought and given1 presents were carried to the tree by the younger chil
dren, who jiggled the boxes that were marked with their names, quite ex
cited. Sitting down around the Christmas tree, all thirty-two of us, 
Christopher, .J.. remember, was saying' h()W he had been waiting,for Christmas 
for three_hundred and si~ty-five_days, this year be~~g a leap year, and 
how very witty everyone thought him, arid how very co!lfused I was, not un
derstanding at all how·a·year could leap. But then, it.was Christmas, and 

·_who_ real}y cared :about leaping years:, I thought.· · · 



Presents were distributed--! had quite a bundle, and shrieks were 
heard from the children, warm words from the adults to the givers of their 
gift, and I myself, though excited to no end, had too much impatience to 
tear the paper off the packages in my pile. There was a sweater, and 
other things, but most important was the gift from Grandfather. I knew 
what ·it was, so I g.athered the parcel, unopened and went to a special 
corner of the room. It was the complete verse of Oinar Khayyam, with love
ly gold gilt illustrations. It was a good hour before I realized that 
everyone was getting ready to go in for dinner. 

-3-

"I believe he went out for a breath of air." 
Outside, the sky was a 3:00 Christmas grey, and the snow wasJ as it 

had been throughout the day, lightly falling on the already snow-covered 
hillsides. A figure wrapped in top coat and smoking a pipe, still as the 
afternoon around him, stood some distance past the front gate. Grandfather. 
I went to put on my coat. 

"'Hhere are you going, child?u 
"Outside to see Grandfather." 
"Outside with Grandfather? He is outside? Tell him to come in im

mediately. Outside, with his condition!" 
"Yes, Auntie." 
The air was crisp as I made my way through snow banks to where Grand

father was standing. 
11 11rJi th them the seed of wisdom did I sow, and with my own hand laboor 'd 

it. to grow. And this was all the harvest I'd reaped-- I ·came like water and 
1 ike the wind I go. nv 

"Tell me, do you like your gift?" 
"Oh, yes, Gra."ldfather .... more than any other." 
"'There was a Door to which I found no Key: there was a veil post 

which I could not see: some little talk awhile of I~ and Thee there seemed 
--and then no mo.re of Thee and Me.'" 

"Go inside, my dear. Your nose is red, and your lips are blue, and 
'\.Je really can w t have that, you know, so do hurry, and go right to the fire
side!" 

"You too?" 
"In a little while. Now off with you. n 

"Hasn't Robert come in yet?" 
-''Do you mean that he is still ,outside?'' 
"Grandmother--I l.eft·him over by the front gate well over an hour 

· ago." 
"Have you seen Robert, Elizabeth?" 
"rlo, I haven 't. Isn 't ne in the living room?" 
They opened the fron door-, calling for Grandfather. The day was 

turning into dusk, the snow was coming down heavily. It was not for an
other fifteen minutes that we .finally saw him come· from the thick weather 
outside. Through scolding, hot tea, the warmth of the fireside, aunts, 
uncles, and cousins, Grandfather was asked to explain his disappearance~ 

"I simply went for a_ walk to .the Gooseberry Bridge •'' 
"By the cemetery?" 

. "That is the one. Merry .Christmas, my dears. ,. • " 

-4-

"Father, why did you go to the cemetery?" 
"I am ready for the grave." 
I was sitting· hidden in a corner of the living room;. Father and 

Grandfather were by the fireplace. The younger children were being 
tucked into bed with their new d{)lls and toy soldiers, by 'the mothers s.nd: 
aunts and grandmothers. The uncles were in· the library si:pping br~ndY to 
the conversation of the business world. 



ffYou do not make sense. What are you talking about?" 
"I must go. It is my time." 
"Father, you are tired. Go t6 bed." 
"Tn the course of my life, there has never been one moment 

unli ved to the fullest. 1rlhen all your minutes are over, and abundant with 
al fine h~~an virtues and desires, what remains is not found any longer on 
the earth. It is most certainly time for my end to come. This is what 
has been decided." 

''What foolishness, father! No, it is just that you are tired." 
ttMaybe so .... merry Christmas, my lad!" 
MY Father left the room. Grandfather, in his armchair, facing the 

fire. I moved to his chairside. 
"My rascall Aren't you in bed yet?" 
"I would have kissed you a merry Christmas if I had gone to bed. 

You know that, Grandfather!" 
"Yes, I do." 
"I heard what you told Father." 
"Yes. You did. Sit here, child.. Knot-T what you want of the world, 

and J..et it be yours. Never, ever expect people to owe you for your 
troubles, for then you will be disillusioned. Let your life, however, 
be free and useful.. We have talked i.n this vein before.. You know what 
I say." 

11 Good night, Grandfather." 
"Good night, my child." 

-Final Thought-

1/Jithin the month, Grandfather took very ill. He died before spring. 
"Ah, make the most of what we yet may spend, Before we too into Dust. 

descent; Dust into Dust, and under Dust to lie, Sans Wine, sans Song, sans 
Singer and--Sans End!" 

So true. 
Yes_, I remember Grandfather. 

-Note-

As hinges hold d~ors to its walls, so the quotation of Khayyam hold 
my story to the points of the situation. Understand this~ My story is, 
therefore,, "dramatic" in a dramatic way. This is important, for it is the 
backbone of the piece .. 

Lorraine Boeart 





Listen to the rain 
God 1 s symphony of life 

Each mus:ician tunes his instrument 
as the clouds unite and block out the sun 
And the conductor raises his baton 
The symphony is about to begin 

The wind instruments play so.ftly 
the piccolo and flute lead the procession 
the rain falls gently to the ground 
as the flowers lift up their heads 

The string section takes over 
the violin and cello merge 
as the storm increases 

AJ1 the instruments gradually join in 
The storm has reached its climax 
the cymbals clash together 
as the rolling of the drums begin 

Listen to the rain 
God 1 s symphony of 1 ife 

Kathi Bernhardt 







Distinct. 
Like ordered daffodils in a well-tended garden, 
Until a softly beckoning breeze tilts heads 
Together as one. 

Alone .. 
Like a pair of silent swings in a child's playground, 
Until laughter and kicking feet bring them to 
One happy rhythm .. 

Definite. 
Like pebbles lying at a docile river's edge, 
Until quiet rain washes them in a small flowing stream 
Of one. 

Separate .. 
Like you and me in our well-ordered gardens and silent playgrounds, 
Until the quiet rains, echoing laughter and soft breezes 
Beckoned us together as one. 
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Painted mountains, tumbleweed, cows, bulls and other 
assorted animals. 

Two-lane highways, no skyscrapers, no neon signs, no 
smog, no pollution, no cars honking, no trains whistling, 
no sub rumbling. 

Only a small house with a white fence, a 152 che~~ and 
a tractor parked in the dirt driveway¢ If I lived out 
here, do you know what I'd do? I'd go right out of my 
God-darr.ned mind! 

Tracey Cox 

m 
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There was once a small child named Merideth who was seven years 
old. The year is 1982 and the month was August. She was at the age 
where she was allowed to attend her parents' parties for a short. 
while, mostly so she could get dressed up in a new party dress and 
make her great appearance among friends and relatives. They would 
make comments on how she had grown or how she looked exactly like her 
father. She would stand in silence, smiling with a red flush of em
barrassment on her cheeks as they all smothered her vii th kisses. She 
would always help her mother with the serving of hors d 1oeuvres and 
in passing out the napkinss The conversation was very rarely direct
ed to her except for occasional questions asking her how she was doing 
in school, how she liked being in the first grade and then, after bare
ly lister:ing, the adults would return to their circle of friends and 
resume their own conversations. They usualJy talked about their lat
est trips, what happened at the P.T.A. meeting, who would wi.n the 1'\\'0r]d 
series and on and on with trivia that no one really listened to except 
those that were do:i:ng the talking. Ali were concerned with their own 
personal problems and interests. Tonight,though,everyone was invo1ved 
in a heated discussion about the YlfJar going on in another par~ of the 
country. None of them were old enough to have sons involved in fight
ing but all seemed to be extremely learned on the subject or so they 
wanted it to seem that way. Half were in agreement that the war ~as 
senseless and should not be taking place while the ether half felt that 
the Y.Jar was the only solution to peace.. No one was really in doubt 
that we would eventually have victory, since ou~ government had just an
nouced the newly discovered bomb that could be used in case of extreme 
emergency. Finally the hostess decided that this conversation should 
come to an end because it didn't really involve them and, besides, ar
guing would not solve anything. Everyone agreed., 

The hostess then informed Merideth that she should excuse herself 
and go off to beds Merideth, in a state of confusion from listening, 
said her good-niF;hts to everyone, who in turn wished her pleasant 
dreams. She walked out of the room and as soon as she was out of sight, 
dashed up the stairs, taking two at a time. She quickly took off her 
scratchy new dress and tossed it on her black rocking chair beside her 
bed.. Downstairs she pould hear the chattering of adults. Now and then 
she heard her name mentioned and of what a nice girl she was. She stop
ped listening when she began to hear of Mrs. Miller's new mink coat and 
went to the dresser for her nightgown. 

Safely tucked inbed she turned off the light and shut her eyes 
quickly to avoid seeing strange goblins or anything else that might ap
pear, as they sometimes do, when all is still and dark in her room. 
She went unconscious into a deep sleep.. Her mind focused on the spac ... 
ious blackness that surrounded her dreamworld. She noticed that every
thing was stiller, blacker that it usually was. The stars were not in 
the sky. They seemed to have forgotten to appear or to have disappear~ 
ed just as though a black sheet had been put over them. All of a sud
den there came white lights off in the distance, thousands of them it 
seemed, all headed in her direction ... They were not ligh_ts that she had 
ever seen before.. They were_ coming closer and close:r until t}1ey were 
almost directly overhead. Warning sirens were set off a11d coulq be 
heard loud and piercing.. Her parents, holding her bapy sister iri. their 
arms, rushed into her room in a state of frenzy.. . She had n~ver seen 
her parents so frightened before. She was lifted off the grdund and 
carried out of her room quickly by her father. Both her parents w.ere 
screaming "Oh.my Godn as they raced downstairs and tears were flowing 
in torrents., Not out of understanding but out of confusion and ·fol
lowing the pattern, Merideth began screams and hysterical cryi:ng·. Sud;,.. 
denly, tremendously loud screeches like fire sirens bu·t thousands of 
tlmes louder., 



A11 of a sudden she was not i.n the cellar anymore but kind of out 
in the hlack space lookin~ on~ She was looking at the earth whole, yet 
distant. All of a sudden the earth was scattered everywhere in a mass 
of flames and then disappeared.. She couldn't see the earth anymoree 
She be~an to shake and slowly realize that her parents were shaking 
her to Hake up. "~Ierideth, Merideth, what 1 s wrong? ~\re heard you 
screaming. li'Jhatts wrong? 11 11 Ivlommy, I saw the skye • .-It was black., • .., 
noises •• ~loud noises ••• ~addy ~rabbed me •• ~We were in the cellar."'. 
l.ightsH~then I was not there flames.H" nshhh, it!s :J£\ 31 it's onJ.y 
a dream., You were having a bad dream, thatts all. Try and EY,et ~ome 
sleep. 11 

Her r:arents stayed with her unti 1 they 1.-1ere sure that she was a
sleep again and then went into heir bedroomE 

':he rr.other looked out the l,vindmv.. She not iced that everything 
was stiller, blacker than it usually was. The stars were not in the 
sky. They seemed to have for~otten to appear or had disappeared just 
as thou~h a black sheet had beer: put over them. All of a sudden there 
came ~vhi te lights off in the distance, thousands of then: that seemed 
to be headed in her direction¢ 

?•Taureen U f TooJ. e. 



The boy grows slowly 1n fluidal sunshine 
Until tumultuous black clouds surround him 
And savagely shatter him into the :fierce storm .of ma...YJ.hood 
Leaving but a mirrored reflections of a distant chi.ldho~Jd. 

Leslie· Ford 



Asses in abstinence 
With over-stuffed salad bowls 

who are busy counting calories 

Remember your friends who still enjoy being gluttons 

And if you diet, be quiet! 

Lucy Spiegel 



1 



Sanctity of Mind 

Created a peace of mind 

Until something disturbed 

the silence ••• 

And there 1 s been a lot of silence 

since ••• 

Awareness _is disturbing 

and then ••• 

There were silent ·eyes 

scream,mg-

And inside those silent 

eyes grew tears 

· And· inside· the teai-s ••• 

· there -1 s-tood

naked-

The Ballad of Uncertainty 

·. Ann Simonds 




